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Agenda 

 Clustering: 

 intro 

 K-means.  

 Expectation maximization (EM), Gaussian mixture model 

GMM 

 A new nonparametric pair-wise clustering algorithm based 

on iterative estimation of distance profiles 
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Clustering 
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Clustering intro: basic concept 
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K - means 

 A method which aims to partition n observations into k 

clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with 

the nearest mean. 

 Algorithm: 

0. Random guess of k cluster centers m1, …, mk 

1. Assign each data point to the cluster with the min distance. 

 xi belongs to cluster l if d(xi, ml) < d(xi, mj), j≠l 

2. Update cluster mean: 

 mk = E[all data points that belong to cluster k] 

3. If any data point changed cluster, proceed to step 1. 

 Else end. 
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K – means notes 

 There are various methods to define distance 

 Disadvantages of K-means: 

 Need to specify number of clusters (k) in advance.  What if 

it is unknown ? 

 Not suitable to discover clusters with non-convex shapes. 

 Can’t handle outliers and very noisy data 

 Applicable only when mean is defined (e.g. not for 

categorical data). 

 Advantages: 

 Low computing complexity. 

 Easy to implement. 

 

 Matlab: kmeans 
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Gaussian mixture models (GMM, MOG)  

 Generally known as Expectation Maximization (EM): 

a method for finding ML estimates of parameters in statistical 

models, where the model depends on unobserved variables.  

 Algorithm: 

1. Expectation: p(xn,gk) = p(xn belongs to Gaussian gk) : 

p(xn,gk) = gk(xn)/∑i= 1, .., K  gi(xn),  

w(xn,gk) = p(xn,gk) /∑i= 1, .., N p(xi,gk) 

2. Maximization: 

Update gk’s center: mk = ∑i= 1, .., N w(xi,gk) ∙xi 

Calculate gaussian cov: Vk = ∑i w(xi,gk) ∙(xi -mk)∙ (xi -mk)’
 

3. If mk or  Vk changed, repeat expectation step.  

Else end. 

k – number of Gaussian 

n – number of data point 

What is the probability that point 

Xn belongs to this Gaussian (k)? 

(out of all Guassians) 

For Gaussian k, what is the 

relative weighting of point Xn  

(out of all points) 
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GMM notes 

 GMM provides soft decision in contrast to the hard decision 

(p=1 or p=0) k-means – each point belongs with some 

probability to ALL Gaussians/Clusters 

 In GMM, the  covariance shows how well the data fits the 

Gaussian. In k-means we always assume circular clusters. 
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Nonparametric pairwise similarity 
“A New Nonparametric Pairwise Clustering Algorithm Based on Iterative Estimation of Distance Profiles”  
(ShlomoDubnov, Ran El-Yaniv, YoramGdalyahu, EladSchneidman, NaftaliTishby, Golan Yona) 

 Algorithm: 

Step 1. Each point is represented by its distance to all other data points.  For 

each point the distance vector (to all other points) is normalized b its 

magnitude (i.e. turned into a distribution) 

Step 2. The distance is re-calculated afer the normalization. 

*There is also a criterion for clustering a variable number of subgroups. 

 

 Why is it interesting?  It can effectively cluster data that traditional models 

(K-means, GMM) cannot 
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The algorithm 
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The distance measure 
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Example: Cross-validated hierarchical clustering of 

three concentric rings 
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Example: exam 2007 

One thousand elves, dwarves, ogres and goblins are assessed 

using 50 “almost” normal parameters (heights, ear shape, 

weight, decay of teeth, etc.). What should be done to identify 

one “typical” member of each of the species? 

a. K-Means followed by PCA. 

b. PCA followed by K-Means. 

c. Mutual information followed by maximum likelihood 

estimator (MLE). 

d. Maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) followed by mutual 

information. 

 


